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0. Introduction 
Serre.and Bass have given a complete kharacterization of discrete groups that act 
on trees [18), and in this paper we lay the foundations of a general method of 
developing, along similar lines, combinatorial group theory for profinite groups. 
We define the concept of boolean graph as -an (oriented) graph whose sets of 
vertices and edges are boolean spaces (i.e. compact, HausdorfI and totally 
disconnected topological spaces), and the two maps that assign to each edge its 
initial point and endpoint respectively are continuous. The standard graph of a 
profinite group with respect o a closed subset then becomes a boolean graph. To 
achieve greater generality, we deal with pro-Y=-gro;llps, where Cg is a class of finite 
groups closed under the formation of subgroups, quotients and extensions. Our 
methods are most successful when all the groups in %Z are solvable, and we refer to 
such a situation as the solvable case. For every boolean graph we define the 
concepts of, V -acyclicity and connectedness. %ese concepts depend on the 
topology, i.e. they do not coincide with aeyc~.city and connectedness of the 
underlying graph in the category of sets - unless, the graph is finite, in wlrich case 
they do. We define a V-tree to be a boolean, graph which is both %-acyclic and 
connected. We show that the graph of a free pro-%&group F(X) on a boolean space 
X, with respect o X, is a %-tree, and, in the solvable case, this characterizes F(X) 
as a free pro-%-group on X (Theorem f.2). Each free pro-%-group on a boolean 
space acts freely (trivial stabilizers) on a V-tree, for instance its graph; however, 
contrary to the situation for discrete groups [1-S], the free pro-V-groups cannot be 
characterized by this property alone, since the Sylow p-groups 0f.a given free pro- 
%-group would act freely on s the. same’ &tree,;--and they are certainly not free 
pro-V-groups, unless % consists only of p:groups. Theorem l.10 below contains a 
characterization of free pro-%-groupson pointed boolean spaces, for the !;olvable 
case, in terms of the action of these-groups on pseudo-%-trees. The importance of 
the concept of a free pro-%-group P ce 
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the well-known fact that ever] pro-p-group of cohomological dimension 1 is free on 
the one point compactification of a discrete space, the added point being taken as 
the distinguished point [8, 171. To study E(X) we introduce the concept of pseudo- 
(e-tree (roughly speaking, a %&tree plus a loop at each vertex). The graph of E(X) 
with respect to X is a pseudo-%-tree; and, in the solvable case, this properly 
characterizes the free pro-%-groups on pointed boolean spaces (Theorem 1.5). 
As consequences (some of them well-known) of these results, we show that 
certain closed subgroups of free pro-%-groups are still free pro-%-groups. 
In Section 2 we obtain characterizations, imilar to the ones mentioned above, of 
free and amalgamated products of two profinite groups. 
In Section 3 we develop a theory of graphs of pro-V-groups and their 
(topological) colimits. If the graph is a V-tree, and the pro-(&group at every edge 
and vertex is canonically embedded in the colimit, we call the colimit a tree product. 
As a special case, we recover the concept of free pro-V-product of pro-%-groups 
indexed by a boolean space [iO]. ‘We show that the cohomology groups (in 
dimension 3 2) of a free pro-%-product can be described as the groups of global 
sections of a sheaf whose fibers are the corresponding cohomology groups of the 
factors. The cohomology of a tree product can be described by a generalized 
Mayer-Vietoris sequerxe. 
In Section 4 we define an HVNpro-%-group as a certain semi-direct product of a 
tree product and a free pro-%-group F(X), the tree in question being the graph of 
F(X) w.r.t. X, and we describe the cohomology of the HNN pro-%-group in terms 
of that of the base group (group at the vertices of the %-tree) and its given subgroup 
(group at the edges Jf the %-tree). We show that one-relator pro-p-groups are 
examples of I-INN pr+p-groups, and that our methods can serve to determine the 
cohomological dimension of some of these groups. (See [3), p. 359, for an 
interesting open problem in this connection). We also define, in this section, what it 
means for a boolean graph A to be the tlniversal %-cover of a connected graph r, 
w.r.t. a maximal sub- 6 -tree T satisfying a certain topological condition, and we 
prove that A is a %-tree. As in Serre’s notes [18], this then leads to the concept of 
the ,fundameztal pro-%-group r1 (6, f’, T), (a generalization of HNN pro-%-group), 
associated with a connected graph (r, G) of pro-%-groups. 
1. Boolean graphs 
In any category one can define a graph r to be a pair of maps: E(r)* V(r), 
E(r) being the edge object and V(r) the vertex o@ec& We are interested in graphs 
in the category 9? of boolean spaces, which we will simply call graphs, and graphs in 
the category 9% of pointed boolean spaces, which we will call pointed graphs. The 
two maps: E(r)3 V(F), associated with a graph or pointed graph F’, will usually 
be denoted by do and dl, and for every edge e E E(I’), the vertex do(e) (resp. dl(e)) 
will be called the initial point (resp. endpoint) of e. The category af graphs and the 
. 
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category of pointed graphs are complete, (morphisms being defined in an obvious 
way)* 
We define the graph r = QG,X) of a pro-%-group Gt wxt. a closed subspace X ‘ 
uf G, to be the pair of maps do, & G X X-, G, d,,(g;X) = g, dI(g, x) = gx 
Every boolean space /X is an inverse limit of discrete spaces X/R, where R runs 
through the family of open equivalence relations on X, and it follows easily from 
this that every graph (resp. pointed graph) r is the inverse limit of finite graphs 
(resp. finite pointed graphs): E(r)/R’* V(r)/R, where R’ and R are clopen 
equivalence relations such that for all el, e2 E E(r), erR’e2 =_4 di (eI)Rd, (e2),.for 
i =O,I. 
quotients and extensions. We denote by’Z% the‘free pro-%-group on one generator; 
i.e. Zu = IIZ, where the product is indexed by those prime’s b that divide the order 
of some group in %‘, and Z, is the additive group of the ring of p-adic integers. The 
profinite analogue of the concept of group ring of a group is the concept of 
completed group algebra Al G of a pro-%-group G: 
Al G = Zv [[G]] = lez, [G/U], 
u. 
where U runs through the-open normal subgroups of G. It is a pseudo-compact 
Zu-algebra [2], although, of course, also compbct. We remark that a pseudo- 
compact Zu-module is the same thing as an abelian pro-%-group [9], a.nd Al G, 
viewed as an abelian pro-%-group, is freely generated by the underlying topological 
space of G [8, Prop. 1.71. 
The left adjoints of the forgetful functors: Ab(!PV)+ 48 and Ab(FQ+ M, 
where Ab(pV) is the category of abelian pro-%-grc ups, will be denoted-by A = A% 
and A = & respectively. We note that the front adjunctions of the two adjoint 
pairs are injective [8, Cor. 1.101. 
The first homology group HI(r) = HI (I’, Z,) of G graph (resp. pointed graph) r is 
defined to be the kernel of the homomorphisn. d : A@(r))-, A(V(T)) (resp. 
d : A (E(r))+ A (V(T))) that sends a generator e E E(r) to dl(e) - do(e). We will 
say that r is V-acyclic if HI(r) = 0. Note that every subgraph of a %-acyclic graph 
is %-acyclic. Since the functor l&n is exact in the category of pro-%-groups [15, p. 
351, it follows that if r T _.~. lim &, then HI(r) =.!e HI(&). Hence the projective limit 
of “;& -acyclic graphs is y -acyclic-However, it is not true that every .%-acyclic graph 
is the inverse limit of finite %-acyclic graphs, as is shown by the graph of the 
pro-V-group Zu w.r.t. its generator 1 (see Th. 1.2 below). If r is a finite graph 
(resp, a finite pointed-graph), then HI(r) = 0 if and only if it has no loops (resp. the 
only loop of r is its distinguished edge 00). 
Given a finitely generated pro-%-group G, i.e. an exact. sequence 1 --j, R --so F G 
G + 1, where F denotes the free pro-%-group on a finite set X = (x1,. . .,A:*} of 
generators, the following commutative diagram (with exact rows) shows t 
abelianized relator group R& = R /(R, R) is isomorphic to the homology group 
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H,(T) of the graph r = T(G, X): 
where ~1! maps (a,, . . ., a,) to I=i”=, pi (n(xi)- I), @ maps (gl, . l l , gm) (gi E G) to 
~~=I (gi, xi), e is the natural augmentation and 4 is induced by FOX’S partial* 
derivatives a/ax, : F + Al F, (see [2]). 
Given any boolean space X, the map E : A(X)-, &, that sends every x E X to 1, 
will be cahed the augmentation map and its kernel denoted by Ix. We shall say that 
a graph r is (e-connected if the morphism d: As (E(r))-+ Aa (V(r)), that sends 
every edge e E E (l”j to d,(e j - do(e), has image Pvcrj. For pointed spaces X one 
does not have a similar augmentation map (since every morphism: A(X)-*& of 
pointed spaces must send the distinguished point of X to the distinguished element 
0 of Z,), and we therefore need a different definition of %‘-connectedness. 
We shall say that a pointed graph f is %-connected if the morphism 
d: a, (E(r))+ 2% (V(r)), that sends every edge e to d,(e) - do(e), is onto. 
An important example of a pointed %-connected graph is the following pointed 
graph I: let E(1) = V(1) = {1,2,. . ., 00) be the one point compactification of the 
discrete space of natural numbers, and define do, d,: E(I)-* V(I) by do = id, 
d,(n) = n + 1 for 1 s 1. <by, and d@) = 00. This graph is the inverse limit of finite 
pointed graphs I, (n 5 N) that are connected in the usual sense: 
n- 1 n 00 
I” :cB1,,2,..., > 2 > 
1 2 3 n-l 
0 
n 00 
the inverse limit being taken w.r.t. the maps cP,,,~ : I, --) Ik (n 2 k) that map an edge 
i of I, to i if I < i s k, to k if k s i s n and to 00 if k = 00. Note that the pointed 
graph I is also %-acyclic for every %K 
The concept of %‘-connectedness i  independent of the class (8, as follows from 
the following simple facts: a finite graph is %-connected if and only if it is connected 
in the usual sense, li_m is an exact functor in the category! OF profinite groups and 
every graph is an inverse limit of finite graphs. So, we snail speak henceforth of 
connectedness instead of % xonnectedness, 
reposition 1. I. Let G be a profinite group and X a closed subset of 6. Then the 
graph I’ = T(G, X) is connected if and only if X generates G topologicaily (i.e. no 
proper closed subgroup of G contains X). 
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Proof. For each open normal subgroup U of G consider the finite graph 
rb = r(G/U,XU), where XU is the image of X in G/U. Clearly r = lg.&, with 
canonical maps r --) i’ u that are onto. Now, &, is connected if and only if Xv 
generates G/U. On the other hand, X generates G if and only if for each U, Xv 
generates G/U. Finally, F- isconnected if “and only if- eachTU is connected. 
‘A graph or pointed graph that is both connected and %-acyclic will be called a 
%-tree. rS, graph r is a %-tree if and orfly if the seque.>ce 
O+A(E(r))sA(V(l-))-4,Z+O 
is exact, and a pointed graph r is a g-tree if and only if d : A (E (r)) --9 2 (V $)) is 
an isomorphism. 
Theorem 1.2. The graph I’(F(X),X) of a free pro-%-group F(X) on a boolean 
space X is a V-tree. Conversely, if X is a closed subspace of a pro -%-group G and its 
graph r(G, X) is a V-tree, then the cohomalogieal dimension of G is g 1, and, if the 
class % consists of solvable groups, then G is freely generated by X. 
The proof relies on two lemmas: 
Lemma 1.3. The augmentation ideal I F(X) is the free abelian pro -% qoup on the 
boolean space F(X) x X, w.r.t. a front adjunction map q : F(X) X X + IFtxj that 
sends (fix) to d(f,x)= fx -fi 
Proof. One obtains an equivalence from the :ategory of pseudo-compact 
Al F(X)-modules to the category Ab(BV, F(X)) of’ abelian group objects in the 
category (@V,F(X)) of pro-Q-groups over F(X) >y sending a pseudo-compact 
AI F-modules M to the-semi-direct product M&F@ ), considered as a pro-V-group 
over F(X) inSthe obvious manner [9,‘Prop. 1.11. Une then has the usual natural 
equivalences: 
46 (x M) S (9% F(X))(F(X)Jd+ F(X), Mx,F(Xj+ F(X)) = Der(F(X), M) 
where Der (F(X), M) denotes the abelian group of continuous derivations from 
F(X) into M, and these equivalences show that IP(~) is freely generated, as a 
pseudo-compact F(X)-module, by its subspace {x - 1 E IFtXJ 1 x E X}. This implies 
that one has isomorphisms ~ 
A (F(X) x X) = A (F(X)) &I A (X, = IF(x) 
of abelian pro-%-groups, that send a generator u; x) of A (F(X) x X) to f (x - I) in 
I F(X)* (The completed tensor product $r has been defined in [2]). 
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We now return to the proof of Theorem 1.2. The graph I”(F(X), X) is connected 
because X generates F(X) (Prop. 1. l), and our lemma implies that 
d : ,A (E(T(F(X), X)))+ !I( V(T(F(X), X))) is injective; i.e. T(F(X), X) is a 
%-tree. 
For the converse, we note that the isomorphismr A (G X X) =r IO of abelian pro- 
%-groups, defined by d : A (G x X)+ Al G, becomes an isomorphism of pseudo- 
compact Al G-modules, if we let Al G act on A (G X X) = AI G @A (X) in the 
obvious way; i.e. I G is free on X. So, we have a free resolution in the category of 
pseudo-compact Al G=modules: 
and it foliows that G has cohomological dimension s 1. Since X generates G, 
(Prop. l.l), the inclusion X C G defines a surjection ?r : F(X)* G. For every 
pseudo-compact Al G-module M, one has natural equivalences: 
Der(G, M) c= Horn Al G(IO, M) = 9 (X, M) = HornAl&, M) = Der(F, M), 
where the F(X)-module structure on M is defined by V. The 
immediately completes the proof of the theorem. 
following 
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that all the groups in the class % are solvable, and T : H --) G 
is a surjective morphism of pro -%-groups, which induces natural isomorphisms: 
Der (F, - ) = Der (H, - ) and H2(G, - ) = H’(If, - ) of functors, with domain either 
the category of discrete Al G-modules or the category of pseudo-compact AIG- 
modules. Then n is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since every pseudo-compact Al G-module is an inverse limit of finite 
discrete AI G-modules, it is easily seen that the choice of domain category, as 
specified above, is imm lterial. Let K = ker n. Conjugation of elements of K by 
elements of H induces a pseudo-compact Al G-module structure on the abelianiza- 
tion Kab = K/(K, K) of K. The map: H’(G,K&)-, H’(H, K&, induced by n; is 
onto; hence it follows from the Hochschild-Serre five-term exact sequence 
associated with 7~: 
O-+ H’(G, K,&-+ H’(H, Kc&-) H’(K, Krrb)H + H’(G,K,++ H2(H, K&j 
(see [ 17]), that H’ (K, Kab)H = 0. Moreover, H’(K, Kab) = Hom(K, Kab), the action 
of H on this group of homomorphisms being defined by: (d)(k) = af(a-‘ka) for 
all k E K, u E H and f E Hom(K, Kab), and the canonical projection: K + Kob is 
seen to be invariant w.r.t. this action, and must therefore be’zero. Since K is 
pro-solvable, this implies that K = (1), and 7r is an isomorphism. 
We now turn to free pro-%-groups on pointed boolean spaces. Clearly 
r(E(X)s X), (X E I !3@5a 1) , is not a %-tree, and this leads us to introduce the concept 
of a pseudo-@‘-tree as being a connected graph Z together with an embedding 
lo : V(r)+&!“) which is the equalizer in $38 of do and dl, and which induces a 
natural isomorphism: 
A finite graph will be a pseudo-%-tree if and only if the removal of the loop p (v) 
about each vertex v yields a tree. 
pro-%-group G, contczining the identity &Tent if we <i i&&stir 
the graph r(C, X) of G is a pse@o-Wrq, then t$e cohoritolog~~:al,dimension fd iS 
G’ 1, and, if the class V consists of &able g&ups, then G is f&ii generated by the 
pointid space X. 
Our proof relies on the following 
Lemma 1.6. Let G be a pro4 -group9 X any closed subset containing the identity 1, 
and let A (G x X) have the obvious Al G-module structure. If A denotes the closed 
submodule ojA (G x X) generated by {(g, 1) E G x X. 1 g E G}, then A (G x X)/A is 
a free pseudo-compact Al G-module on the pointed space X, with front adjunction: 
X+A(GxX&4 @uen byxw(l,x)+A, 
Proof. Let M be the free pseudo-compact Al*G-module on thepointed space X, 
with front adjunction q : X + M. There exist continuous Al G-homomorphisms: 
M&A(G x X)/A 
(I 
suchthat &(x)=(l,x)+A and$((g,x)+A)=g~(x)forallgEG,xEX.One 
immediately verifies that the two maps are inverse isomorphisms. 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.5. The map p : E(X)+ g(X) x X, 
given by F cf) = cf, 1) is clearly the equalizer of do, dl : E(X) x X *F(X), and we 
must now prove that the sequence 
O+A(&X))AA(E(X)xX)dl-d9b (E(X));&-+0 
is exact. The map p is a monomorphism, beca:use it splits, dl - & maps 
A (E(X) x X) onto kern, because X generates E(X), (Prop. l.l), and to prove that 
dl - do is the cokernel of pjLs it suffices to show that the induced map 
7 : A (#(X) x X)/p (A (E(X)))-* b(x), 
which sends the image of cf, x) E F(X) x X to fx - f, is an isomorphism. Mow by an 
argument similar to that in the proof of .Lemma -1,3, one easily sees that &tx, is a 
free Al E(X)-module on the’ pointed topological space ,X% with- front _ adjunction 
x w x - 1, and the result then follows from Lemma 1.6. 
Conversely, if ‘G is a pro4&group*and X a closed,subset of G containing 1, and 
r = r(G, X) is a pseudo-V-tree; then 
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O-+A(G)~A(GXX)~A(G)--+Z,-+O , 
is exact, where p(g) = (g, 1). So A(G x X)/p(A(G)) = IO (as Al G-modules). 
Hence, by Lemma 1.6, Ic is a free pseudo-compact AI G-module on the pointed 
space X, and it follows that cd(G) C 1. As in the proof of T’leorem 1.2, we then 
deduce from Lemma 1.4. that, in the solvable case, the morphism: E(X)-+ G 
induced by the inclusion X CG is an isomorphism. 
A pro-%-group G-is said to act on a graph or pointed graph r if there are 
continuous maps a! : G X E(T)-, E(r), j3 : G X V(r)-+ V(r) of boolean spaces, 
that define associative actions on E(f) and V(r), such that the diagram: 
idxd, 







commutes for i = 0,l. The graph G \r of or&its is then of course defined to be the 
pair of maps &, d, : E(T)/R =$ V(r)/R ‘, induced by do and dt respectively, where 
R (resp. I?‘) is the (closed) equivalence relation on E(T) (resp. V(r)) defined by 
eRe’ (resp. uR’v’) if and only if there exists a g E G such that ge = e’ (resp. 
gv = v’). 
We say G acts freely on r if the stabilizer G, = {g E G 1 gt = t} of every edge t 
and vertex t is trivial. 
We define a maximal sub-V-tree ‘T (resp. maximal sub-pseudo-V-tree) of a 
graph X to be a subgraph of X, which is a V-tree (resp. pseudo-%-tree) and has the 
same space of vertices as 1.. If X is a graph of orbits G \ f as defined above, we say 
that a maximal sub-V-tree 2” (resp. maximal sub-pseudo-%-tree T) of X lifts to f if 
r contains a V-tree (resp. pseudo-V-tree) T’, such that the restriction of r + G \r 
to T’ defines an isomorphis+n: T’= T. 
Theorem 1.7. Suppose a pro-%-group G acts freely on a V-tree (resp. pseudo-%- 
tree) r and G\T contains a maximal sub-V-tree (resp. sub-pseudo-V-tree) T 
which lifts to r ; then G has cohomological dimension < 1. Moreover, if all the groups 
in %T are solvable, then G is a free pro-V-group on the pointed subspace S of G 
described in the proof. 
First, the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 1.8. Let f be a V-tree or a pseudo -5% -tree, and let To and T1 be connected 
subgraphs of r such that E(To) II E(Tl) = d, = V(TO) r7 V( Tl). Then there is at most 
one edge e in r with do(e) E V(TO) and d,(e) E V(Tl). 
Proof. Suppose there are two distinct edges e and e’ in E(I’), with di(e) = ti f I7 
and di (e ‘) = t: E Z?, i = 0,1. Consider the subgraph A of f, defined by: E(A ) = 
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E(G)UE(TI)U {e} U(e’} and V(A)= V(To) U V(Ti). Since To and 7’1 are con- 
nected, there exist hi E E(X) with d(Ui) = ti - t:, i = 0, 1, Put y uo+ 8 and 
z = u I + e ‘. Then d (y - z ), = 0, ,If II- is” a$ -tr~e,.~~this..implies t&at y I 2. &,,$ I is :a 
pseudo-V-tree, then -j, = z mo,PcF.. (A’ ( v(E))jgitih&c’ @;~:~;~~J@?J) GA [& (.Q) _ is 
the mondmorphism .asso&ted -with> the _ pseudo+-t‘ree . K.+’ Shze-- A@@.)) n 
p (A (V(r))) CA (E (To) U E (Tl)), we. have, *in “60th cas& that 0 = y - z =*e - e’ 
mod A@&,) U E(T’J). T o see that + this is impossible, consider the finite graph & 
consisting of one vertex t “and three. 400~s: i Z;. E’ and 2, and define a 
morphism 9 : A +d by n(V(?‘QU V(7’,)) = {t}, n(e)= 8, a(e’)= e” and 
w(E(TO) U E(Tt)) = {I}. Then Z - 5’ is a &-multiple of. I in A (E,(d)), a 
contradiction. 
Lemma 1.9. Suppose r is a V-tree (resp. pseudo-%-tree) and T is a sub-%-tree 
(resp. sub-pseudo-%-tree). If e E E(f) hd dote), dl(e) E V(T), then e E E(T). 
Proof. Let di (e) = ti (i = 0, 1), and let u E A@(T)) ,be bsuch that du = tl - to. 
Then e - u E ker d. So, if r is a %-tree, e = u &A (E(T)) n E (r) = E(T). 
If r is a pseudo-V-tree, we have e = u mod (PA (V(r))). Consider the 
subgraph A of r defined by E(A)= E(T)U,{e}, V(A) = V(T). We have 
A (E(A)) f7 p (A (V(Q)) CA (E(T)) and therefore e = u = 0 mod,A (E(T)); i.e. 
e EA(E(T))nE(r)= E(T). 
. 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.7. We shall view T as a sub-%-tree 
(resp. sub-pseudo-@-tree) of I’. Define a graph r’, also denoted r/GT, with vertex 
space V(rf) = V(I’)/Rv, (quotient topology), where Rv is the closed equivalence 
relation on V(r) whose equivalence classes are gV(T), (g T G), and edge space 
E(I”) = E (r)/Re, where RE is the closed equivalence relations *on E i(r) whose 
equivalence classes are gE (T), (g E G), and also (e) ( .? E E(r) - u,,, gE( T)); 
and with maps 
d;, d; : E(r’)=t V(rF) 
induced by do and di, Consider the closed subset 
S = {g e G 1 there exists e E E(r) with do(e) E T and dl(e) E gT} 
of G. We shall show that ‘r’=r: .QG, S). This isomorphism is the 0bviou.s one on the 
vertices, On the edge space of r’, it is the map Q! : E(P)-* G x S, given by 
cu(ef) = (g, g’$), where e’ denotes an edge from gV(T) to g1 V(T). Now, a is 
clearly continuous and onto. Also, a (xe ‘) = (xg, g-’ gl) for all x E G. So, to see that 
Q is one-to-one, we nked’only prove that’if el and e2 are two edges in r’, from r’ to 
gT, then cr(er) = cw(e2) =(1, g) + ef= e2. ff g& 1; thisfollows from Lemma 1.8, 
otherwise ‘it follows from Lemma, 1.9. , 
In view of Theorem 1.5, the proof of Theorem 1.7 will be compMe if we can 
show that rf is a pseu@o-%-tree. We note that the kernel of 0~4,: projection: 
A (V(T))+ A ( V(rf)) is the closed subgroup of A (V(r)) generated Dy g(ul - &), 
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g E G, ul, v2 E V(T). It is then equai to the closed subgroup d(A(GE(T))) of 
A (V(r)), since each gV(T) is connected. We shall show that the kernel of the map 
d’: A(E(P))-*A( V(F)), defined on the generators by d i - d& Is the image of 
4 : A (V(T’))+A (E(f ‘)), which sends gV(T) (5 V(F) to gE(T)E E(F). By abuse 
of notation, we shall denote both projection maps V(r)+ V(P) and E(r)+ E(P) 
by W. Suppose that d’z =O,z=?r(w),wEA(E(~)),then~dw=Oanddw=dw*, 
for some w ’ E A (GE(T)). Therefore, VW’ E Im f: Now, if r is a 
w = w I, and we are done. If r is a pseudo-%-tree, then w - w ’ belongs to the image 
of the map p :A(V(T))+A(E(r)), associated with the pseudo-%-tree r. Since s 
maps Imp into Im 5, we again conclude that z E Im 5. To complete the proof that 
r’ is a pseudo-%-tree, we will show that 5 is the equalizer of dl, and d ‘1. For an edge 
in E(T’) of type (e}, e E E(r)- U gEGgE(T), we cannot have d;({e})= di({e}), 
since this would imply e E p (V(f )) = p (GV(T)) = Gp (V(T)), which is impossi- 
ble since Gp (V(T)) C GE(T), T being a sub-pseudo-%-tree of r. On the other 
hand, d&@(T))= dI(gE(T)), f or every g E G, because gE(T) is a subgraph of r 
and d { is induced by di (i = 0, i). This then compietes the proof of Theorem 1.7. 
Clearly every free pro-%-group E(X) on a pointed boolean space X acts freely, 
in the obvious manner, on its own graph r@(X), X), with E(X)\r(F(X),X) a 
graph having one vertex, and containing a unique sub-pseudo-%-tree that can be 
lifted to r(E(X),X). So we have proved 
Theorem 1.10. If all the groups in Ce are solvable and G is a pro-%-group, then G is 
isomorphic to a free pro-%-group on a pokted boolean space if and only if it acts 
freely on some pseudo-%-t ee r in such a manner that G \.kontuins a maximal sub- 
pseudo 4’ -tree that can bt 1 lifted to r. 
Examples. 
(1) Every open subgrocp of a free pro-%-group E(X) is free on a pointed 
boolean space [IO, Th. 5.11. This can be deduced, in the solvable case, from 
Theorem 1.7, by letting E(X) act in the obvious manner on its own graph and then 
restricting this action to the open subgroup. Since the vertex space of the graph of 
orbits is finite, tiiscrete, this graph clearly contains a liftable maximal sub-pseudo- 
%-tree. 
(2) In the same vein, one can prove the freeness of every closed normal subgroup 
of E(X), generated by a pointed subspace Y of X such that X is a coproduct Y v 2 
in 9% [S, Th. 2.81. Unfortunately, this result, which is true, in general, can only in 
the solvable case be deduced from Theorem 1.7. 
(3) In the solvable case, we can prove that the commutator subgroup of every 
p(X) is free on a pointed boolean space, and the commutator subgroup of 
F = F&l,, . ., x,) it; freely generated by the pointed subspace 
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(Choose I’ to be the pseudo-%-tree r(E, {x l,. . .,x,, 1)) and let V(T) tse the system 
of representatives 
{ x: * l l X: E F f Qi E Za, i = 1, l l l ) II}.) 
(4) Suppose that (a: contains all 2-groups and that all groups in % are solvable. 
Let N be the closed normal subgroup’ of the free pro-%-group F = F(x, y) 
generated by X* and (my)“. Then N is free on the pointed subspace of F consisting 
of y*~y”x” and ny” -pa, (a E 2%). (Choose r to be the pseudo-%-tree 
T(F, {x, y, 1)) and let V(T) be the system of representatives {x iya Ei F 1 i = 0,l; 
a E W). 
2. The Graph of an Amalgamated Product of Pro-V-grorrps 
We recall that if 
L +Ho 
is a push-out diagram in the category P6’ of pro-%-groups, and alLfour maps are 
monomorphisms, then G is called the am,aZgamated induct of IX-, and HI with 
amalgamated subgroup L, [14], and the square itself is also called an amalgamated 
product. We need only assume that the above square S commutes and that the maps 
are embeddings, in order to define its graph T(S) as being the pair of maps 
‘“r/L 2~ (GIH~) ti (G/H,) 
dl 
in 98, where (G/Ho) c (G/HI) denotes the coproduct ir B of the indicated spaces 
of cosets, and di i:. the canonical map from G/L on,o G/Hi (i = 0, ‘1). 
Theorem 2.1. Xf the above square S is an amalgamat& product, r(S) is a %-tree. 
Conversely, if r(S) is a %-tree, the cohomology of G can be described in terms of the 
cohomoloczy of L, Ho and HI, by means of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence shown in the 
proof below, and, if % ccnsists of solvable groups, S is an amalgam.ked product. 
Proof. The embedding of the category of pseudo-compact Al G-modules into the 
category (P%‘, G), described in the proof of Lemma 1.3, has a left adjoint Di&, 
described by Di& (W-, G) = Al G &&, (see [9]), and Di& preserves cohmits 
and monomorphisms. In the case where .vnEi + G is an embedding, DiffG (W --) G) 
rnaj be described as the closed left ideal of Al G generated by w - 1 (w E W)l and 
we will denote it simply by Diff G ( W). Assuming that S is a commutative diagram 
of embeddings, one has the following commutative diagram D with exact columns 
and exact middle row: 
where a(a) = (- a, a) and d(e) = d,(e)- do(e) for every edge 6 E G/L of r(S). If 
S is an ,amalgamated product, the top row is exact, hence the bottom row is exact, 
which is equivalent o r(S) being a Z-tree. Conversely if r(S) is a %-tree, we see 
that all three rows must be exact, and, by applying HomAlo ( - , M), where &Z is a 
pseudo-compact A1 G-module, to the top exact sequence, we obtain the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
O-,Der(G,M)+Der(Ho, M)~D~~(HI,M)-*D~~(L,M)-, H2(Gy M, 
+H~(H,,M)B H’(H,,M)+ H2(L,M)+H3(G,M)+* l l 
This sequence agrees, from H2(G, M) onwards, with another Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence, obtained by applying HornAla f - , M) to the bottom row of the above 
diagram D: 
O-+ H*(G, M)+ H’(Ho, M)@ H*(Ha, M)+ H”(L, M)-, H’(G, M) 
~H’(Ho,M)~III’(H,,M)~H’(~,M~-*~*(~~M)-*”’ l 
We see from this that if G’ denotes the push-out (amalgamated product) of the 
maps L --) HI, L + H2, then the induced map rr : G’+ G induces natural 
isomorphisms H’ (G, M) = .lil’ (G’, M) for i 30 and also Der(G’, M) = 
Der (G, M). If all the groups in % are solvable, we may conclude, by Lemma 1.4, 
that rr is an isomorphism. 
3. Topological Graphs of Pro-% -groups 
The first part of this section will be devoted to the description of a certain type of 
continuous indexing of a family {G x } xEX of pro-%-groups G; by a pointed boolean 
space X, and the concept of a (topological) coproduct P (called a free pro-%- 
pro&ct) of such a family. 0ur definitions will lead to the following cohomological 
properties of the indexing and of P: 
(i) for every discrete Al G-module A, one has etale spaces of sheaves of abelian 
groups: 
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0 Der(G,,A)+X, 0 W”(G,,A)-+X’ 
XEX XEX 
(n a 2), with zero fiber at the distinguished point * of X ; (here cf denotes disjoint 
union); I 5; 
(ii) Der (P, A) anti ‘H” (p3 A+) ‘are isonior$hic to’ the abeiian groups. of global 
sections of the *respective sheaves; ” “’ ’ ’ 
(iii) if the class a consists of solvable groups, P is character&d by property -(ii). 
We shall suppose that to each x E X there corresponds a pro-%-group Gx in 
such a way that 
(1) G, = (1); ’ 
I 
(2) the mapping X - ( *}--) {G, 1 x E X} is locally constant; i.e. for each x E X 
there exists an open neighborhood V of x; (called‘s’ constant neigh&h&d), ‘such 
that for each y E V there is an isomorphism crx,Y : G, + G, of pro-V-groups; 
(3) for every pair x, y E X at most one isomorphism (J~,~ is given, and these 
isomorphisms form a class that is closed under composition and taking inverses, and 
it contains all identity maps. 
We define the &uZe space B, associated with the groups Gx, to be the disjoint union 
u Gx, viewed as a pointed topological space by taking the (unique) element 1 of 
G r(c as the distinguished point of E and.defining the topology of E as follows. A 
basic open neighborhood ofan element g E G,, x # *, is of the form {u=~,~ (g ‘) 1 g’ E 
W, y E V), where W is an.open eighborhood ofg in G,, and V is a constant open 
neighborhood of x in X; and a basic open neighborhood of 1 E G, in E is of the 
form CJ xCUG*r where U is an open neighborhood of * in X. 
The free pro-%-@&uct utxbGx of the Gx’s is a pro-%-group P together with a 
morphism q : E + P of pointed boolean spaces (1 is the distinguished point of P) 
such that each restriction 7 1 Gx is a morphism of pro-%-groups, and satisfying the 
following universal property: whenever 7’ : E 3 P’ is an Ither such morphism from 
E into a pro-%-group P’, there, exists a unique morNsm + : P + P’ of pro-%- 
groups, such that +I = qt. , 
If the distinguished point * of X is isolated, then u,, Gx may also be referred to 
as the free pro-%product of the Gx’s, indexed by the _wolean space X - (*}. 
Although the definition of “&ale space” given above tss lightly different from the 
one in [lo], one easily sees that the definition of free pro-V-product given there is 
the same as the one above. 
Associated with our &ale space E there is a map w : E + X of, pointed boolean 
spaces, that sends all of G, to x. This map is onto, continuous and open. We may 
view the &a&pace as an object of the category (PB,X) of ‘pointed boolean spaces 
over X. The group structures on the groups G, induce a map m from the pullback * /I 
E x & into E, an&one asily verifii& that this *mtip defines upon the &ale space the 
structure of a ’ &&p’ ‘&bject in (@a; g). A m&@Gsm if &ld sp&es her X is a 
morphism ‘in the category Gp(99?,X) of group objects in (BB,X), or, equivalenlfy, 
it is a morphism E’s Et of pointed boolean spaces, whose restriction to every fiber 
6, fx E X) is a homomorphism into the fiber G: at x in E’. 
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We shall show that the universal property of q : I? + P is the universal property 
of the front adjunction Df a pair of adjoint functors. First note that to 
every pro-%-group G there corresponds a constmt &de space K(G) = 
{I} ir (G x (X - { *})), the topology being such that the subspace G X (X - (*I) has 
the protduct opology, and a basic open neighborhood of the distinguished point 1 is 
of the form {l} i, (G x (U - { + )), where U is an open neighborhood of * in X. The 
associated map: (1) 6 (G x (X - { * })+ X sends 1 to * and (g, rc ) to x. Given a map 
+ : E -+ G of pointed boolean spaces whose restriction to each fiber G, is a 
morphism qf pro-%-groups, one can define a map 4 : E + K(G) of etale spaces, 
by 4’(G.) = (11 and 4’(e) = (4(e), de)) f or e E G,, x # *, and one obtains in this 
way a bijective correspondance between maps C$ :E + G, with the stated proper- 
ties, and morphisms 4’ : E --, K(G) of etale spaces. It is easily seen that if we write 
F(E) = P, then the universal property of 7 translates into the universal property of 
the front adjunction of a pair of adjoint functors: F-l K We shall denote K(G) 
by G Cl/X. 
One immediately verifies that if E(X) denotes the category of &ale spaces rtf 
pro-%-groups over a pointed boolean space X, and if d : X+ Y is a map in %ll?, one 
obtains a functor f* : E(Y)+ E(X) by pullback. Moreover, every &ale space 
E-+X in E(X) is determined in this manner by a family of pro-%-groups G,, 
indexed by a set S and a morphism f from X into thr one point compactification 
S6 (00) of the discrete space S. Indeed, let S denote the set of maximal constant 
open (and hence closed) subsets of X not containing *, then the one point 
compactification topology on S6 {a} is the quotient topology defined by the map 
f : X-+ SG (00) that sends every x# * to the maximal constant open subset of X 
containing it, and E + X is the pullback along f of rr’ : E’+ SG {m}, where 
E’ = (1) 6 useS G,, with distinguished point 1 and topology defined by taking as 
fundamental system of open neighborhoods of the distinguished point 1 the sets 
(1) ti u,,.G,, where T is ::,?finite in S, and taking the neighborhoods of g E G,, 
(s E S), in G, to form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of g in E’. The map 
72’ of course maps G, onto s and the distinguished point onto 00, Note that the 
above description of an &ale space E --, X may be taken as a definition, equivalent 
to the one given above, and that it has the merit of avoiding any reference to the 
isomorphisms u~,~. 
Given a pointed graph r, i.e. a pair of maps &, d, : E(r)= V(r) in $9, we 
define a graph @pro-%-groups ouer f, denoted (r,G), to consist of two &ale spaces 
~:G-+E(T)andn’:G’ -+ V(T), and a pair of maps &,a, : G SP G’ in 9% such 
that -‘ai = dir (i = 0,l) and the restrictions of a, to the fibers are morphisms of 
pro-T--groups. The (topological) colimit lis(r, G) of such a graph of pro-%-groups 
consists of a pro-%-group K and a continuous r~ : G’-+ K,, which restricts to 
homomorphisms on the fibers, and such that q 0 a,, = ?I oal, 11 being initial in the 
category of all such morphisms. It is easily seen that one can define a functor from 
~2% into the category of graphs of pro-%-groups over r, which assigns to each pro- 
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%-group G the constunt graph of pro-%-groups : 
and that the left adjoint of this functor is precisely the colimit functor. Similarly for 
r a non-pointed graph. 
If the graph r is a g-tree, and the restrictions of & and dl to the fibers are 
monomorphisms, one does not necessarily have embeddings of the fibers G& 
v E V(r), into the colimit, [l4]. When the restrictions of do and 8, to the fibers are 
monomorphisms, we shall refer to the graph (I’, G) as a S-tree of pro-%-groups and 
if, in addition, the canonical maps of the fibers G: into the colimit are embeddings, 
we shall call this colimit the tree product of the %-tree of pro-Q-groups. 
The free pro-%-product of pro-%groups G,, x E X E /9@ 1, is a special case of 3 
tree product. Indeed, let r be the pointed graph defined by E(T) = V(r) = X, ’ 
dl = id and do(x) = the distinguished element * of X for all x in X; the map 
cd :A(X)+ d(X), defined by dl - do, is the identity, lence r is a V-&c, and the 
tree product of the (e-tree of pro-%-groups, obtained by taking trivial fibers . 
Gc = (1) above the edges e E E(r) and fibers Gx above the vertices n E V(T), is 
the free pro-%-product of the G,‘s. 
We shall now proceed to determine the cohomology groups of free pro-%- 
products and tree products of pro-C&-groups in terms c f the cohomology of the 
fibers. l 
Let e = uxQxGx + X be an &ale space of proJ :-groups over a pointed 
boolean space X, with distinguished point *. Given a -II xphism J : E 4 G in 9% 
G E 19% I, with the property that all the restrictions 4 i G, are morphisms in gb% 
and a discrete Al G-module A, we shall view A a+’ a discrete Al G,-module 
(x E X) via the map l. For a given subset U of X, w 2 shall always consider the 
subset u rEUG1r of E to be endowed with the induced topology. With these 
conventions; we define Der (U, A) to be the abelian group of continuous functions 
Q : UxEuGx + .A for which each 4 1 G,, (x E U), is a derivation, i.e. +(hg) = 
h4(g) + 4(h)g for all g and h in Gx. In this way we obtain a presheaf Der (- , A) 
of abelian groups on X. For every such presheaf F of abelian groups, we denote by 
EF its associated sheaf, viewed here as an ‘“espace &ale”; i.e. a local homeomor- 
phism: F+ X onto X. 
Theorem 3.1. ‘The sheaf EDer(-,A) = T : D --) X, associated with the presheaf 
of derivations Der (- , A), is the unique sheaf3 (up to isomophism ), of abekzn 
groups, satisfying the following two properties: * 
(i) the fiber L& at eaery x E X is Der (Gx, A); 
(ii) for every x # *, x E X, and section s : U 3 D on some neighborhood U of X, 
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there exists a constant open neighborhood V of x, contained in U, such that 
s(y) = s(x)o(J,,~ for all y E V. 
For the proof of the theorem we shall need the following simple results. 
Lemma 3.2. Let B be a firrite discrete Al G-module. Then for every neighborhood 
U of x, * # x E X, there is a constant open neighborhood V of x contained in U, such 
that the action of the groups Gv on B is “constant “, i.e. 
(a;,,g)b=gb forallgEG,, bW3, yEV. 
We omit the proof. (It relies on the compactness of Gx). 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that * # x E X, 4 E Der (G,, A ) and U is a neighborhood of 
x in X. Then there exists a constant open neighborhood V of x contained in W, such 
that for all y E V, 4 0 q,, : G, + A is a continuous derivation. 
PrOOf. The image of 4 is a fnite submodule I3 of A, and by applying Lemma 3.2 
to B, we obtain a constant open neighborhood V of x satisfying the required 
conditions. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For each x E X and open neighborhood U of x, let 
p,O:Der(U,A)-,Der(G,,A) 
denote the restriction map, and let 
pu, : Dx = 1% Der(U,A)--,Der(G,,A) 
XEU 
denote the induced maF. We have G, = 0 = Der (G +, A), because, for every 
continuous map f * U xEu (3, -+ A, U a neighborhood of *, there is a neighborhood 
V of EG, in u xEXG,, such that f(G,) = (0) for all n E V. If * # x E X and 
p:(f) = 0, we can find for each g E Gx a constant open neighborhood Vr of X, 
Vg C U, and a neighborhood WR of g in Gx such that f (gx,y (h)) = 0 for all h E Wr, 
y E Vg. Let ( WeI,. . ., WsJ be a finite subcover of the cover ( W8}eEoS of G,, and put 
V = ni”c, Vel ; then f maps G, onto 0 for all x E V; i.e. the image of f in 0, is 0. 
This! proves that p, is injective. It is also surjective, because, from Lemma 3.3 it 
follows that: every 4 E Der (G,, A ), * # x E X, can be extended to a continuous 
map f: l&d, --) A, for some constant open neighborhood V of n, by the 
formula f(g) = c#+~,, (g)), g E G,, y E V, and such that f E Der(V, A). 
Now, if s : U-+ D is a section defined on a neighborhood U of x, with d, = S(X), 
then s agrees at x with the map s’ : V 4 D, defined by s’(y) = Y(x)ocI;,., and this 
map is continuous, because s’(y) = ,U r(f) for all y E V. Since the sections  1 V and 
s’ agree at the point x, they agree on a neighborhood of the point, and this proves 
that the sheaf E Der (- , A ) satisfies properties (i) and (ii) of the Theorem. 
Conversely, if ;nr’ : D’+ X is another sheaf of abelian groups satisfying (i) and 
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(ii), then the underlying sets of D and D’ are the same; and so arc the maps 7~ and 
wf, In order to prove that the topologies on D and D’ are the same, it suffices to 
prove that if s : U + D’, (U open in X), is a section with respect to the topology on 
D’, it is also a section with respect to the topology of D. Now, if x = *, then s agrees 
at @ with the zero section z (the section that maps every n E X- to the zeroreiement 
of the fiber at x). Hence s agrees v&h z on a-neighborhood f *;:with respect to the 
topology of D. If * # x E U, then s agrees on a constant open neighborhood V of x 
with the map s’ : V-, D, defined by s’(y) = s(x)” ~r~,~, and we have already seen 
that s’ is a section w.r.t. the topology of D. Hence s is continuous at x w.r.t. the 
topology of D, and this completes the proof. 
From now on, we shall assume that the mapping 5 : E = uxExGx -) C is a 
monomorphism when restricted to each fiber G,, x E X. The functor E Der (- , - ) 
assigns to each discrete Al G-module A the sheaf of derivations EDer ( - , A); it is 
covariant and left exact in the second variable, and we denote by fi”“( - , - ) its 
n-th right derived functor, (n &O). 
Proposition 3.4. ‘IOle fiber of R”“( - ,A) at x is H”+‘(G,, A), n 3 1, for every 
discrete Al G-module A.. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, the fiber of E Der( - , A) = I?( - , A) at x is Der(G,, A), 
for all d E X. On the other hand, the functor that, for 3 fixed x, assigns to each sheaf 
its fiber at x, is exact; hence the sequence of functors (E Der ( - , - ))=, (fi2( - , - ))=, 
(H ( 
‘3 - 
)) =, . . . from discrete Al G-modules to abelian groups is a connected exact 
sequiie, with (fi’( - , Q)), = 0 for every injective Al G-module Q, since 5 1 G, is 
a monomorphism [15, p. l&3], It is therefore the sequer :e of right derived functors 
of 
(e Der(-, - ))x = Der (G,, - ). 
Thus 
(fin+,, -, -))x = H”‘l(Gx, -) 
forallr.alandxEX. 
For every sheaf F of abelian groups over X and open subset U of X, we denote 
by r(U, F) the abelian group of sections on V, and we also denote by T(F) the 
abelian group f (X, F) .of global sections. 
Lemma ‘3.5. par every X E 1 ‘iiS%& 1 and discrete Al G-module A we have 
r(eDer(-,A))*l%f(&Der(-,Ai)), 
. - 
where Ai runs through the finite submodules of A. 
Proof, Given ti global section s : x’-, uxExDer (G,, A), it 
there exists a finite submodule A’ of A, which contains the 
suffices to prove that 
image of s(n) for all 
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x E X. Now, s agrees with the zero section at *, and therefore on an open 
neighborhood U of *; i.e. s(x) = 0 for all x E U. For every x E X - U, we can find 
a constant open neighborhood Vx of x such that s(y) = s(x)oq,, for all y E V. 
(Theorem 3.1), and, since X - U is compact, we can find a *finite subcover 
V x1,. ., Vx. of the cover { Vz}IEx-U o f X - U. The union of the images of s&), 
*- 
Z- 1 , . . ., n, is finite and generates a finite submodule A’ of the Al G-module A. It 
is clear that the image of s(x) is contained in A ’ for ail x E X. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose G = u,,, Gx and 6 = q : urEX G, + G is the carnonical rnq 
of the &ale space into the free pro -%? -product. Let A be a finite discrete Al G-mud&. 
Then 
Der (G, A) = r(& Der( - , A)). 
Proof. For each f E Der(G, A), we define 
tt(f):X+D = i) Der(G,A) 
XEX 
by a(f)(x)=f*q IG,. 1 n order to verify the continuity of a(f) at x E X, we 
consider the basic open neighborhood W = {p,“(4) 1 y E v) of arcf)(x) in D, where 
U is an open neighborhood of x in X, and 4 is some fixed element of Der (U, A), 
whose restriction &c#I) to the subset Gx of u,,“G, is cr(f)(x). We consider 
two cases: 
Case (i). x = *. We have a! (f) ( * ) = 0 and, by continuity of f 0 q, there exists an 
open neighborhood V of * such that f * q 1 G, = 0 for all y E V. By continuity of 4, 
there exists an open neigf borhood T of *, with T C U, such that 4 1 GY = 0 for all 
y E T. So, if y E V n T, teen a(f)(y) = 0 = &‘(4); i.e. a(f)(y) E W. This proves 
that arcf) is continuous a\ *. 
Case (ii). x # *. For each g E Gx, we can find a constant open-neighborhood 
Vg of x in X, and an open neighborhood N, of g in Gx such that f(q(a,., (8’))) = 
f(q (g)) for all y E Ve, g’ E & Let {Ngl, . . ., N,,} be a finite subcover of the cover 
IN 1 g g‘=G, of G,$ anti let V = n y=, Vg,. We then have f 0 7 0 crg,y = f 0 Q 1 G, for all 
y E V. From the continuity of 4 we deduce, similarly, that there exists a constant 
open neighborhood T of x, with T C U, such that 4 0 a;,y = 4 I Gz for all y E 7’. 
Now, if y E T n V, then 
4f)(y) = f *rl 1 G, = f oh 1 Gh.x = a U)W*~y.x 
== (4 1 Gx)*a,,x =cPlGY=PyO(4)= 
This proves that (YU) maps T n V into W, and cu(f) is therefore continuous at x. 
So C-K(~) is a well-defined global section. 
It is obvious that a! is a homomorphism. To see that it is injective, suppose 
cuu) = 0, i.e. f 0 7 = 0. Then f = G, since the subgroup generated by 77 ( u,,,G,) in 
uCxj G, is dense [ 10, Prop. 1.31. 
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Finally, we show that cy is surjective. Let a global section h : X + D be given. 
Let A X se denote the semi-direct product of A by G, with the product topology. 
Then A X SG is a pro-Q-group. For each x E X, we define a morphism 
&:G,-,A X,G of P;ro-V-groups by , ” F II ,-- ,:’ , :~ 
4 (gd = (h Wg& i-(gA g, E G. 
We claim that the induced map + : utiEX G, + A x sG is continuous. To see this, it 
suffices to show that the mapping 4 : u,,,G, --) A, given by 4 1 Gx E h(x), is 
continuous. Since k is a section, there exists for each x E X an open neighborhood 
UofxinXsuchthat(h(y)(yEU} is a neighborhood of h (x) in D, Therefore, by 
the definition of the topology on this “espace &al&, there is an open neighborhood 
V C U of IIE in X and f E’Der(V,A) such that h(y) = f I@ for all y E V; ice* 4 = f 
on U xEvGxs It follows that 4, and hence 4, is continuous. Finally, 4 induces a 
continuous homomorphism 4’ : G --+ A x sG, with 4’0 q = +,4’(g) = (K(g), 6) and 
6 0 71 = q. Therefore S = ido and ,$ : G * A is a continuous derivation. Clearly, 
ar(ii)(x)= Kq 1 Gr = h(x) 
for all x E X, and’this completes the proof that 
(Y :Der(G,A)-,& Der(-,A)) 
is an isomorphism 
Clearly the isomorphism is natural, so that we may combine Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 
to obtain: 
Proposition 3.7. Suppose G = &, Gx and 5 = q : uxE:: Gx + G is the canonical 
map of the &ale space into the free pro-V-product. For eve! t discrete Al G-module A 
one has a natural isomorphism 
Der(G,A)=QDer(-,A)). 
Proposition 3.8. Let X E 148 1 and let S be the category cf sheaves of abelian groups 
over X. Then the fiwtor r = r(X, - ) : S + Ab of global sections is exact. (Ab 
denotes the category of abelian groups). 
Proof. We only need to show that if 4 : F + F’ is an epimorphism of sheaves, 
r(4) : r(F)+ r(F’) is an epimorphism of abelian groups. As before, we identify a 
sheaf with its “espace &ale”, so that 4 is to be thought of as a continuous mapping 
with the property that each restriction of 4 to a fiber Fx (x E .X) is an epimorphism 
of abelian groups, Now let s : X + F’ be a gIobal section of F’. For each x E X 
choose ax E F, with +(ax) = s(x). Since 4 is continuous, and the images a(U) of 
sections u E r( U, F) of open sets U form a basis of *open sets of F, there is, for each 
x E X an open neighborhood W* of x and a section a, E J’(U,, F), with cr, 
such that +(a, (u)) = s(y) for all u E Us, Since X is totally disconnected and 
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compact, we may assume the U/S to ZIP open and closed, and a finite number of 
them: U,,, U,,, . . ., Uxm cover X. Let VI,. . ., V,,, be the equivalence classes of the 
equivalence relation I? on X defined as follows: xRy e x and y belong to the 
same set of &,‘s. The Vi’s then form a cover of pairwise disjoint, open and closed 
subsets of X. Define 7i E r( V,, F) by choosing for each i = 1, *. ., m a j E (1,. l ., n) 
such that Vi C lLj and letting ri = aZj 1 Vi. We then have q?m (u) = S(O) for all 
v E Vi, and the maps ri induce a global section T : X -+ F such that r 1 Vi ‘=r ri and 
hence 4 * 7 = s. This proves that # is onto. 
Theorem 3.9. Let X E I553 1 and G = j&o Gx. Then, for each discrete Al G- 
module A, one has natural isomorphisms: 
(i) Der(G,A)=T@(-,A)) 
(ii) H”+‘(G, A) = r(fi”*‘( - , A)), n > 1. 
Proof. First note that the canonical mapping 7 : u,,,G, + G is a monomor- 
phism when restricted to the fibers [lo, Cor. 2.31. So (i) is just the content of 
Proposition 3.7. By Proposition 3.8, the functor f : S + Ab is exact. Furthermore, 
the connected exact sequence of functors: 
r(A’(-, -)), r(R’(--, -)), qfi’(-, -)),*-• 
is effaceable by the Al G-injectives. Therefore, by a standard comparison theorem 
(see for instance [ 15, Cor. 5.6]), (ii) follows from (i). 
Corollary 3.10 (Neukirch [13, Satz 4.21). Let (G& be Q family of pro-c&-groups, 
iridexed by a set S. Let G 5e their restricted free pro-%-product [ 10, p. 3131 crnd let A 
be a discrete Al G-modu He. Then 
(i) Der (G, A) = esDer (G,, A), 
(ii) Hn(G, A) = esH” (G,, A), n 3 2. 
Proof. Let s = S c (00) be the one point compactification of S with distinguished 
point 00, and put G, = (1). Then G is the free pro-%-product &I G, [lo, Prop. 
1.51. The groups of global sections of Theorem 3.9 are direct sums over S, because 
every global section has to vanish on a neighborhood of 00, hence on a cofinite 
subset of S. 
We shall complete our discussion of free pro-%-products and their cohomology, 
by proving a partial converse to Theorem 3.9. Let E = uxfXGx --) X be an &ale 
space of pro-%-groups, G a pro-%-group and 5 : E ---) G a continuous mapping 
which restricts to a monomorphi;m of pro-V-groups: Gx + G for every x E X. 
Consider the natural horromorphism 
defined first for every finite discrete Al G-module A as in the proof of Lemma 3.6, 
and then for eve9 discrete Al G-module by a passage to the direct limit. Then cy 
defines a morphism (a, a2, a3, *. . ) from the connected sequence of functors 
Der(G?-), H2(G,-), H’(G;-),*** 
to the connected sequence of functors 1 
I@‘( - , A)), I’(&‘( - , A)), T(R’(-: ;.A. a>, . l 8 . 
Theorem 3.11. If al! the groups in V are solvable, then the following two conditions 
are equivalent: * 
(i) G is the flee pro-Q-product of the G,%, -with *respect to [ 
(ii) a, and hence a,, (n 5 2), is an isomorphism for- every simple discrete A.1 G- 
module A. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.9, (i) implies (ii). Conversely, suppose that a is an 
isomorphism for every simple discrete Al G-module A, and let q : u=,xG, m-j, H
be the canonical map from the &ale space of the; G$s into their free pro-%-product 
H. Then q determines a unique morphism 4 : I& G of pro-%-groups such that 
4 0 r) = {. That t# is an epimorphism, follows from [l6], Lemma 2.2 (one simply 
needs to remark that, as sets, r(& Der (- , A)) C& Der (G,, A)). The proof that 4 
is one-to-one, is exactly as in [16], Theorem 2.3, and we therefore omit it. 
Proposition 3.12. For every pro-%-group G, the funcm 
Diff a : (5W, G)-* Mod (Al G), 
where Mod (Al G) denotes the category of pseudo-compact Al! G-modules, preserves 
topological colimits over pointed graphs. 
Proof. When we speak of the topological colimit, over ! pokted graph F of objects 
W -+G pf (Pit, G), we obviously mean the canonicai morphism I.(& W)* G, 
viewed as an ‘object of (5P%, G), where (I’, W) is a tr jpological graph of pro-%- 
groups, having the property that for each fiber We abo.e an edge e of Z’, one has a 
commuta#ive diagram: / 
w -+ W&(e) 
i i 
W MeI3 G 
Im the following diagram of categories and functors, (R!?, G)’ (resp. Mod (Al G)r) 
denotes the category of topological graphs of objects of (9%, G) (resp. 
Mod (Al G)), S is the embedding that sends a pseudo-compact A! G-module &4 to 
‘ 
the semi-direct product A X #G, view& as iin’ object of (PU, G) in the obvious 
manner, Diff G and S” ’ are induced in the obvious ‘manner by .Di& and S 
respectively, and Kt and Kz are the “constant” functors,; that send an object X to 
the constant topological graph having all its fibers (above dges and vertices) = X, 
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except for trivial fibers above the distinguished edge and vertex. 
S 
The proof is completed by the observation that Di& ~.I~IJB and IiTaDiffg are left 
adjoints of &OS = S ’ 0 &. (We have omitted the precise definitions of toplogical 
graph of pseudo-compact Al G-modules and of 1% on the right hand side of the 
above diagram, since they are completely analogous to the corresponding defini- 
tions for pro-% -groups). 
We have already pointed out in Section 1 that, given a monomorphism of 
pro-%-groups W >---, G, Di& ( W M G) is canonically identified with the closed 
!eft idea! of A! G generated by (w - I 1 l w E ‘W e I, and from this it follows that the 
functor Di& preserves monomorphisms; i.e. given monomorphisms of pro-‘ig- 
groups: A * B M G, the induced map from Diff, (A * G) into 
DiffG (B >--, G) is a monomorphism. 
The above properties of DiffG are fundamental to the proof of the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.13. Let A be a ,%-tree and let (A, G) be a graph of pro-%groups. 
suppose that for each e E E(A ), ai : Gc + Gdtc) are embeddings (i = 0,1) and that 
all the fibers G, (v E V(i. )) are naturally embedded in L = IiT (A, G); i.e. L is the 
tree product of (A, G). Lfv A be a discrete topological Al L -module and denote by 
r(iF;Iq (e,, A)) (resp. r(fi q (w2, A)) the abelian group of global sections of the sheaf 
fiq (?rl, A ) (resp. fi4 (wt, A )), q 2 1, of cohomology groups associated with the &ale 
space 7~~ :X + E(A ) (resp. nfT2 : Y + V(A )) of the tree A. The cohomology of L is 
then determined in terms CJ the cohomology of the fibers of (A, G) by the following 
long exact sequence : 
0+Der(L,A)+I’(k1(7r2,A))-,@‘(Irl,A))-+ H2(L,A) 
_,r(A2(=2,A))-,r(~2(rrl,A))-,H3(L,A)-,r(k3(n2,A))3”’ l 
Proof. The long exact sequence is analogous to the one given in Theorem 1 of [6], 
that describes the cohomology of a colimit of a tree of (ordinary) groups, and the 
proof is also analogous to the proof given there. 
If we denote by u(EclII Gc (resp. u (V(A )) G,) the free pro-c&-product associated 
with the etale space rrl (resp. 7r2), then one has a coeq.ralizer diagram in P(& : 
u G,=E i-m! G,-?tL. 
(E(A 1) (WA 1) 
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This coequalizer diagram in 9% may be viewed, in the obvious manner, as a 
coequalizer diagram in ($%,L), and it is mapped by the functor Diff, (which has a 
right adjoint), into a coequalizer diagram in Mod (Al G): 
, 
u Di&(G.)=& u DiffL (GU)+Diff,L = IL, ” 
“. 
WV 1) al W(AB ~ 
. 
(Prop. 3.12), where the topological “products” &&$X of pseudo-compact Al L- 
modules MX (x E X E j9W I.) is defined ,similarly t,o “free pro-%-products of 
ptio-V-groups”. Writing a = do - &, we qbtain an exact sequence: 
u Diff, (G,)G u Diff&S,)~Di&,L +Q. 
VW 1) W(A)) 
The map 8 is the restriction of the map 
defined in the obvious manner, which, in turn, can be identified,with the map 
and this map is a monomorphism, because d is a monomorphism (Al(L) is flat 
w.r.t. & since it is a free &-module). Therefore a is manic. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we apply the functor HomA& - , A) to 
the exact sequence 
O+ U DiffL (G,)A U DiffL(G$& +O 
(E(A 1) IV(A 1) 
and we obtain the long exact sequence of the theorem by a standard argument of 
homological algebra, combined with the following c‘t basiderations: 
(i) the functor Difft represents the continuous dervations; i.e. one has natural 
isomorphisms: 
and similarly for G, ; 
(ii) every discrete Al(L)-injective is AI - and Al(G,) -injective; 
(iii) H”*l(L, - ) is the n-th right derived functor of Der (L, - 3, and similarly for 
GI and G,; 
(iv) one has natural isomorphisms: 
Der U G,,A -r(fi’(~l~A)), 
( > W(A)) 
4 
Der 
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H n+l ( u 
WA 1) 
Go A) == r(I;l”+*(m, A)), 
H n+l ( u 
(VW 1) 
G,, A) = r(fin++r, A)). 
(Theorem 3.9). 
4. I-INN Pro-%-groups and universal %coverings of connected gnphs 
Let A be the graph r(F(X), X) of a free pro-V-group on X E 1 1, w.r.t. X, and 
let (A, G) be a topological graph of pro-%‘-groups, with constant fiber G@ at all 
vertices and constant fiber Gc at all edges. Suppose that all the maps & 1 G, 
(i = 0,1.; e E E(n )) are monomorphisms, where a0 and 8, : G1 + G1 denote the 
maps from the &ale space 7~~. l G1 --+ E(A) to the 6taPe space 7r2: G2+ V(A), 
associated with (A, G), and suppose furthermore that all the fibers G, are naturally 
embedded in L = li$r(n, G) so that L is the tree product of (A, G) (Theorem 1.2). 
The pro-%-group F(X) acts in a natural manner on (A, Gj (by a reguiar 
permutation of the edges and vertices and the fibers above them), and this action 
induces an action on L. The semi-direct product P of L and F(X) is called an HNN 
pro-%-group with base G,. 
Theorem 4.1. Let P be the HNN pro-V-group defined above. The groups 
r(fiq (ri, A)) (q 2 1, i = 1.2), associated as in Theorem 3.13 with (A, G), have the 
structure of co -induced discrete Al F(X)-modules, and the long exact sequence of 
Theorem 3.13 is a long exact sequence in the category of discrete Al F(X)-mod&es, 
the F(X)-module structur: on Hq (L, A ) being induced by the previously described 
action of F(X) on L. Mor Tover, the cohomological dimension of P is related to those 
of its base group GU and Its subgroup Gc by the formulas: 
CdG scdPssup(2,cdG,) if cdG, <cdG, 
and 
cdG,scaPscdG,+l if cd G, = cd G,. 
Proof. The global sections of the sheaf fiq (7rr, A) are in bijective correspondance 
with the continuous mappings from the underlying space of F(X) into Hq (G,, A) 
(resp. Der (Go A )) if q 2 3, (resp. q = I). Thus, ‘f (k9 (r,, A )), and similarly 
r(kq (v2, A )), are co-induced Al F(X)-modules, and we easily see, as in the proof 
of Theorem 2 of [B], that the long exact sequence of Theorem 3.13 is a long exact 
sequence of discrete Al F(X)-modules. We may assume, without loss of generality, 
that G, has finite cohomological dimension m a 1, and, from the end of the long 
exact sequence: 4’ 
I-(&‘-‘(w,, A)): H” (L, A)-+ F(Hm (~2, A)) 
we can then extract three short exact sequences: 
O--,kero,-,~(kR~‘(~~,A))-,Imo~~O, (m >l), 
U~Imot-,H”(L,A)-*ker023U, &. \ 
O~kerol-+f(~n(~,,A))-*Im~r,~~‘O. . 
In the case cd 6, < m > I, we apply the functor HomPirF&Zu, - ) to these short 
exact sequences, and, remembering that its second right derived functor 
H’(F(X), - E is zero, and Ima = 0, we see from the long exact sequences, 
associated with the first two short exact sequences, that H’(F(X), Hq (L, A)) = 0 
for all q a m. It then follows, by the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, 
associated with the short exact sequence 
O+L+P-,F(X)+O, 
that cd P = m. In the case m = 1 or cd G, = m, we apply the fun&or 
HomAIFfxJ (&, - ) to the short exact sequence 
0+Im~2+~(&“(~,,A))-+Hm”1(L,A)+0, 
and we immediately see from the associated long exact sequence that 
H’ (F(X), Hm+l(L, A)) = 0. It then follows, as before, by the Lyndon- 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, that cd P e m -i 1. 
Example. Let t be an element of the free pro-p-group F = F(xi, . . .,x,) on x1 > 2 
generators x1,. . ., x,,, and let (r) denote the intersection of all closed normal 
subgroups of F containing r; then F/(r) is a pro-g-group with OY e defining relator. 
One easily deduces, from the general discussion in [17] Jf pro-p-groups defined by 
generators and relations, that we may assume, withou loss in generality, that F is 
contained in the closed normal subgroup N = (x1, ., x,-*) of F, generated by 
Xl, . . ., IIC,,+ The pro-p-group N is freely generated t y the boolean space 
X=(n:xix,“(i=l,...,n-I; cuEZ%} 
of conjugates (see [S]), and r, thought of as a (perhaps infinite) word in x1,. . .,x,, 
can be rewritten as a word in these conjugates. Let C be the smallest closed 
subspace of X such that I belongs to the closed subgroup F(C) of N = F(X) 
generated by C. Denote by to the element of F(C) obtained by rewriting r as a 
word in the elements of C, and write R = (r) for the closed normal subgroup of F 
generated by r. One easily sees that if the canonical maps: 
F(C f’~ xaCx,‘)-, F(C)f(ro), F(C)/(r,)-, FIR 
are injective, then N/R is a tree product 19 (A, G), with A = T(F(x,), (x,}), and 
F/R is an HNN pro-p-group with base GU = F(C)/(ro) and G, = F(C n x,Cx?) for 
every vertex v and edge e of A. Sufficient conditions for the injectivity of the above 
canonical maps can be extracted from [4] and [5]. Note that if P is a finite word in 
the generators x1,. . ., x,, the space C is finite, and if x,, appears in I then to is a 
shorter word. By re-iterating this procedure a given finite relator can be shortened 
to a word A?, involving only one generator X, and such a relator defines a free pro- 
p-group if p does not divide a. This is the basis of a method, &naIogous to 
Gildenhuys’ proof of Lyndon’s theorem on the cohomology of one~relator groups 
[6,7], that allows one to prove, by means of Theorem 4.1, that certain one-Ulster 
pro-p-groups have cohomological dimension = 2. The probllhzm of determining the 
cohomological dimension of a given one-relator pro-p-g;roup is in fact reduced to 
the problem of the injectivity of the above canonical maps. Infinite words I require 
a somewhat different approach. 
We would have liked to complete this article with the definition of a univt~~u2 
covering raph of a given connected graph ,E, and to prove that it is a tree; however, 
we can only do this subject to a condition on lT 
Let r be a connected graph, T a maximal sub- -tree of I’9 and assume that 
X = -F(f)- E(T) ic a rlncd cm hcnatv txf E(r)_ n= free preq=gmxp & (x) tilt 1” u w*“““Y YYvuyYI” “1 




where &,(flx)=(f,&(x)), d,~,x)=(fX,d,(x)) for all xEX, and &we)= 
($, do(e)), d,(J e) = cf, &(e)) for all e 6 E(T).- 
Theorem 4.2. The graph A, defined above, is 
Proof. Note that 
a S-tree. 
A(E(A))= A(F x X)$A(F x E(T)), 
A(W))= AW@A(WT)) 
e and the map d : A (E (A ))-+ A (V(A )) is given, in terms of the above decomposi- 
tion, by the matrix 
al1 0 ( ) 0 0 9 a31 a32 
where all * . A (F x X)+ IF &J 2, is the isomorphism given by G& X) = m - f) 6 1 
(Lemma 1.3); a& e) = f 6 (4(e) - do(e)), an d a32 is a monomorphism since It may 
be identified with the map: 
(E(T))*%U(F)& 
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which is a monomorphism, since T is a %-tree and Al (F) is &fiat. From this it 
follows immediately that a is a monomorphism and A is %-acyclic. 
The kernel of the augmentation map: A(V(A))+Z, is 
(IF & 2%) 8, (Al (F) 6 X&r;). The subgrouh XF 6 24~ is ‘in the ‘image .of &since it ‘is the 
image of al t, and Al(F)&1 V(T) is- in the -image‘ of 2 since T is, connected and 
tensoring is right exact. Thus, A is connected. 
Remark. F acts reguI;rIy on A, and, if (r, G) is a graph of pro-%‘-groups, we can 
obtain a -tree (A3 G) of pro-%-groups by defining ’Ghc = Gep GSP = GV for all 
(t e)E E(A), (f, ti) E V(A); then, if its Golimit is a tree product, we can define. 
w@, lT, T) to be the semi-direct product of li,m(A, G) and SC The pro-%-group 
T@, r, 7’) is the pro-% analogue of the groups which are denoted by the same 
symbols in [US], and which have been characterized there as groups acting on trees. 
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